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would give the best balance of prognostic factors. In the strictest form of minimi-

zation, the next subject would be allocated to this group with probability 1, but

then the allocation would not be strictly random. Usually an allocation probability

between  and 1 is used, to include a random element in the procedure. Brown

et al. (2005) recommend an allocation probability of 0.80, when center is used as

one of the factors in minimization. The procedure for determining the optimal

group is easy to implement, and well explained in Altman and Bland (2005).

Comparison of randomization methods

Properties of the different randomization methods are summarized in Table 1.1.

With the exception of simple randomization, information on allocation and the

prognostic factors for previous subjects is needed before randomizing a subject.

Blocked randomization ensures balanced group sizes with respect to the alloca-

tion ratio. Stratified randomization may be used to balance one or a just a few

prognostic factors between the groups. Minimization makes it possible to balance

several prognostic factors even in small studies, and with the inclusion of a ran-

dom element, the procedure is only slightly predictable. Note that minimization

may result in a slight imbalance with respect to the allocation ratio. Westad et al.

(2008) used minimization without restriction on group sizes in an RCT, resulting

in group sizes 58 and 70. However, such a moderate imbalance is not a problem

for the statistical power. With the sample size calculation they performed, group

sizes 64 and 64 would give statistical power 80.1%, while group sizes 58 and 70

resulted in 79.8% power.

Table 1.1 Properties of different randomization methods.

Randomiza-
tion method

Implementation: Need 
to know allocation of 
previous subjects? Predictable?

Balances 
known prog-
nostic factors?

Balances 
allocation 
ratio?

Simple No Completely 
unpredictable

No No

Blocked Need to know previous 
allocations

Slightly 
predicable

No Approximately

Stratified and 
blocked

Need to know previous 
allocations and prog-
nostic factors

Slightly 
predictable

Only few 
factors

Approximately

Minimization 
with allocation 
probability <1

Need to know previous 
allocations and prog-
nostic factors

Slightly 
predictable

Several factors Approximately
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